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Abstract 

In this article, we study what elements drive the sale during E-commerce live broadcasts 
in China, and which is the most. We study data from almost 30 E-commerce live 
broadcasts of each of the top 11 live streamers. Using regressions to determine the 
influence levels of viewers in live broadcasts, followers of live streamers, the day of the 
week live broadcasts on, whether live streamers own online stores, their gender, and 
their age. Our result shows that: private traffic of a live streamer is more critical than 
live viewership; male live streamers have better performance; the self-sale form does 
NOT push live streamers to make more sales; live streamers over 30 account for most 
sales. 
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1. Introduction 

The Internet Celebrity Economy is an economic activity that carries out social asset 
monetization with internet celebrity as the core. It arises at the historic moment that a high 
level of education makes people respect their own and also other ones' personality, enhancing 
empathy and making the relationship between people closer. Besides, the Internet can make 
this connection more efficient and convenient. The two factors facilitate everyone 
unintentionally to pay more attention to the connection among people. They are following 
someone "special" proactively for themselves. Such action means that a new type of traffic 
economy starts. The Internet celebrity economy has spawned many sub-sectors and created a 
lot of job opportunities. E-Commerce live broadcasts industries are one of the sub-industries, 
and our question is about this newly rising industry: What Elements Drive the Sale in E-
Commerce Live Broadcast Most in China? 

1.1. Rise 

Recently, short video platforms, like TikTok (Douyin) and SnackVideo(Kuaishou), and live 
streaming platforms, like Douyu live broadcast platform, and Alibaba's Taobao live broadcast 
platform, have been commonly followed and used by the masses in China. Live E-Commerce, 
one of the most efficient cashing-in forms of Internet Celebrity Economy right now, has 
attracted considerable attention among Chinese consumers and web savvies. 

1.2. The E-Commerce Livestreaming 

Livestreaming is a kind of content consumption product, and the content usually includes live 
streamer himself or herself. Live E-Commerce live streamers utilize the super instant 
interaction during a live broadcast to fully display products and establish the relationship 
between the audience and themselves. The ultimate goal is to boost the sales of goods from two 
perspectives: On-site transformation, display goods to attract users to place orders directly. 
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The long-term change brought by the traffic in the private domain attracts the viewer's 
attention to the store through the live broadcast.  

1.3. The Key Opinion Leaders and E-Commerce Live Broadcast 

In China, shopping influencers with so many of their followers and believers on the Internet are 
referred to Key Opinion Leaders(KOL). KOLs, Austin Li and Viya, are the two super successful 
Internet celebrities in 2019 and 2020, that they did an amazingly good job selling products 
online through live broadcasts. We list some of their performance in 2019 in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Viya and Austin’s performance on E-commerce live broadcasts in 2019. 
Viya’s Performance on E-Commerce Live Broadcasts 

in 2019 
Austin Li’s Performance on E-Commerce Live 

Broadcasts in 2019 
The total sales on Jul 18, 2019 are 500 million On Jun 18, 2019, 3-minute sales exceeded 6 million 

yuan 
Single-store sales of 323 million on Oct 10, 2019 On Jun 18, 2019, sold 150,000 lip glazes on Taobao live 

broadcast 
On Nov 11, 2019, there were 43,1536 million online 

viewing users in Viya live broadcast room 
There were 36,835 million online viewing users on Nov 

11, 2019 
Over 1 billion yuan was pre-sold on Nov 11, 2019 More than 1 billion yuan was pre-sold on Nov 11, 2019 

 

“Frequently ranked as the top-selling streamer on Taobao, Viya became known in the West after 
collaborating with Kim Kardashian during Singles Day 2019. Li became a household name 
throughout China after amassing an enormous audience on numerous Chinese social media 
platforms outside of the Alibaba ecosystem, becoming the first and only Taobao livestreamer 
to enjoy such widespread fame and popularity.”[1] 

1.4. Influence of the E-Commerce Live 

With Internet celebrity streaming as the core, live e-commerce broadcasting combines live 
broadcasting and advertising to create a new way of online shopping for consumers. It also 
realizes more efficient traffic-cashed-in for livestreamers' income. Besides, brands can also 
enlarge their influence and accumulate followers and durative consumers depending on the 
reputation and traffic of the internet celebrity(livestreamers). 

2. Literature Review 

Different from traditional TV media, live broadcast is very attractive to post-90s and post-00s. 
Due to the continuous emergence of "Internet celebrities", the new economic model of internet 
celebrity economy has generally attracted everyone's attention from all walks of life. With the 
continuous increase in power, many young people's thoughts and behaviors have been affected 
mainly by the Internet celebrity economy. The changes in their career choices and employment 
outlook are the most direct manifestations. Besides, there are related surveys and studies. It 
can be seen t 

hat more than half of college graduates have entered the webcasting industry. It can be seen 
that Internet celebrities have become a profession that people are looking forward to being. 
This shows the influence of Internet celebrities[2]. 

From the current point of view, the live broadcast industry in my country's Internet celebrity, 
the economy era has entered the stage of "everything can be broadcast live, and everyone is an 
Internet celebrity", and industry competition has become increasingly fierce[3]. For live 
broadcast platforms, high-quality live content and ultra-high-influential anchors have become 
the core competitiveness between platforms. Whether it is user increment or traffic 
monetization, the support of this core competitiveness is required. Moreover, by using an 
influential anchor internet celebrity, each live broadcast platform itself can easily play a role in 
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propaganda. Therefore, the internet celebrity economy and the industry development trend of 
live web broadcasting has always been accompanied by the public dispute. To occupy a place 
in the fiercely competitive industry, in recent years, the personal internet celebrities in my 
country's live broadcast industry have continued to move towards corporate internet 
celebrities [4]. With the support of the company's packaging, those influencers who can only 
appear on the web live broadcast platform can also get out of the live broadcast room. 
Companies can also use this method to achieve the purpose of corporate product promotion, 
and those existing in the era of the internet celebrity economy. The economic influence of fans 
is also continually developing upwards. 

  As of December 2017, the majority of China's citizens were 10-39 years old, accounting for 73% 
of the total, among which citizens in the 20-29 age group accounted for the highest proportion, 
reaching 30%, 10-19, and 30-39 years old. The groups accounted for 19.6% and 23.5%, 
respectively [5]. According to the degree of dependence on the Internet, the population can be 
divided into online natives, online immigrants, online tourists, and outsiders. Among them, the 
online natives are born in the 90s. They have grown up in the Internet environment since they 
were young. Digitization has become a necessary living environment [6]. Proficient in using 
various online tools and using multiple online discourses, at the same time, compared to others, 
this generation is more susceptible to the influence of the Internet and Internet characters. In 
the cyberspace centered on Internet natives and online immigrants, with the post-90s and post-
00s being economically independent, business models targeting them as consumer groups have 
become increasingly prominent. 

Those born post-90s and post-00s are a growing consumer group. Their consumption 
consciousness, consumption concept, consumption discourse, etc. will affect the entire business 
environment and business development trend. The psychological characteristics of this group 
are the pursuit of self, publicity, and distinctive personality. They pay more attention to the 
difference, individuality, and sense of participation in products or services. They pay more 
attention to whether the product consumption experience can bring themselves spiritual and 
emotional. Satisfy. The characteristics of personalization, entertainment, and socialization 
carried by the Internet celebrity economy are very suitable for the post-90s, The consumption 
characteristics of the post-00s. According to the "2016 China E-commerce Celebrity Big Data 
Report,". 

At present, the 23-28-year-old "new humans in the workplace" are the most critical consumer 
group in online celebrity stores, accounting for 49% of the total number of consumers. Besides, 
post-95s and post-00s accounted for about 17% of the total number of consumer groups. They 
are the fastest-growing consumer group. They pursue freshness and fashion, their taste is not 
yet fully formed, and they are more susceptible to online celebrity recommendations [6]. 

In summary, from the collected literature and data, we can fully understand the process of the 
formation and development of Internet celebrities, the economy of Internet celebrities and the 
creation and development of internet celebrity live broadcasts. However, there is a lack of 
discussion on the current status of the differences in the sales of individual internet celebrity 
live broadcasts. 

We will collect statistics and analyze data from two aspects, the data about the live broadcast 
and that about the celebrity. Here is the list of our data. 

 

Table 2. The Independent Variables in this Research 
The Live Broadcast The Celebrity 

The Number of Followers Whether He/She has Own Stores 
The Number of Viewers Age 

Date of the Live Broadcast Gender 
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3. Private Traffic is more Important than Live Viewership 

There should be many different types of elements, so the first factor we consider is the net 
celebrity's own situation. For this aspect, we study data from 291 live broadcasts  of 11 different 
Internet celebrities or live streamers to determine and compare the elements that influence the 
sale in a live broadcast. The elements we choose are the popularity of the celebrities, the 
number of viewers of the live broadcast, and the time of day. 

3.1. The Relationship between the Number of Followers and Value of Sales 

 

Table 3. Regression Analysis for 𝑥1( Number of Followers ) 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-Value 

Intercept 5.463351554 2.960613087 0.06601385 
Number of Follower 0.598029859 0.186361628 0.001482531 

 

The private traffic of an Internet celebrity is the key for them to survive, so we hypothesize the 
number of followers can be one of the elements driving the sales most, with the number of 
followers quantizing the popularity of Internet celebrities. We use univariate linear regression 
to determine the relationship between the number of followers and the value of sales to confirm 
such common knowledge, as shown in Table 3—P-value=0.0015 <0.05 means that the number 
of followers is indeed a significant independent variable. The coefficient 0.60 shows that the 
follower number is a positively effective factor on the sales of an Internet celebrity. Still, the 
coefficient tells that the effect of popularity is not as significant as we hypothesize.  

3.2. The Relationship between the Number of Viewers and Value of Sales 

 

Table 4. Regression Analysis for 𝑥2( Number of Viewers ) 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-Value 

Intercept 8.999580609 1.152026135 1.05829E-13 
Number of Viewers 0.404798526 0.077513016 3.50624E-07 

 

We then analyze the relationship between the number of viewers and the sales volume 
obtained by univariate linear regression of these 11 Internet celebrities from July 13, 2020, to 
August 11, 2020. As shown in Table 4, the P-value=3.51E-07<0.05 shows that our regression is 
indeed significant. We can also see that the coefficient of images x (number of viewers) and y 
(sales volume) is 0.40, showing that it can actually influence the sale positively, but the increase 
is not as appeal as we predict. Overall, it does affect the increase in sales more than the number 
of followers. 

3.3. The Relationship between Value of Sales and The Day of a Week 

As we hypothesize, the day of the week may make a difference in the volume of sales of live 
broadcast since working or studying hours of most audiences and consumers are usually from 
Monday to Friday afternoon. Thus, as figure 1 shows, we list the value of sales on each day of 
the week and compare the average value of sales on each day of the week, using the average 
equation: 

𝑆�̅� =
(𝑆1 + 𝑆2 + ⋯ + 𝑆𝑛−1 + 𝑆𝑛)

𝑎𝑑
 

(𝑆1 + 𝑆2 + ⋯ + 𝑆𝑛−1 + 𝑆𝑛) shows that we add all the value of sales that belong to the same day 
in week. Then we divide the sum by 𝑎𝑑  , which means the number of samples on the same day 
in week to get the average value of sales on each day of week, 𝑆�̅� . We used this function for 
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seven times, and the results are shown in Figure 1. The trend line reveals that the upping trend 
of the average value of sales on each day of week from weekdays to weekend days is not 
apparent, which does not reach our expectation. Thus, again, we use a unary linear regression 
to clear the impact of the day of week on value of sales. 

 

 
Figure 1. Average Value of Sales on Each Day of Week 

 

Table 5. Regression Analysis for 𝑥3 ( dummy variable, whether on Weekends ) 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-Value 

Intercept 15.15388378 0.213722172 2.2829E-184 
Weekend -0.535284241 0.345451504 0.122354763 

 

In this regression, as shown in Table 5, P-value=0.12>0.05 tells that our prediction that E-
Commerce live broadcasts on the weekend can drive the sales is not significant or correct, 
contradicted to our common sense. 

4. Male Livestreamers Have Better Performance; Self-Sale Form Does NOT 
Push Livestreamers to Do More Sales; Livestreamers over 30 Attracts 
Main Consumers 

In this part, we lock our vision on the personal background of these 11 different KOLs. We work 
on the level of the city they are from, whether they have their online stores, age, and gender to 
continue our research. We do some unary linear regressions to check the relationship between 
each of these four elements and the value of sales. Since the scale of our dependent variable, the 
value of sale is too huge to compare with our independent variables, which are all dummy 
variables in this part, we reduce the scale of all the values of sale, using Natural Logarithmic 
Function. 
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4.1. Whether They Have Their Own Online Stores 

According to Table 6, in the regression we've got, we find that our p-value for this independent 
variable, whether they have their own online stores, is more than 0.05, which means that it is 
not significant as we hypothesize. Thus, we don't want to take this independent variable 
anymore. 

 

Table 6. Regression Analysis for 𝑥4 ( dummy variable, Whether Own Stores ) 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-Value 

Intercept 15.16018686 0.252251766 5.3526E-165 
Own Store? -0.38040027 0.338548013 0.262108799 

 

4.2. Age 

 

Table 7. Regression Analysis for 𝑥5 ( dummy variable, Whether Over 30 ) 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-Value 

Intercept 14.87308516 0.280154433 9.114E-151 
Over 30? 0.119000255 0.350760462 0.027341706 

 

We divide the age into over 30 and under. Using the dummy variable method, set the Internet 
celebrities over 30 years old to 1 and those under 30 years old to 0. Finally, the conclusion that 
P-vale is 0.027 shows that age and sales have a special relationship. Consumers are more 
inclined to purchase products that are live broadcast by Internet celebrities over 30. one of the 
reason why we got this result is because it related to Internet celebrities' live broadcast 
experience, which can quickly make audiences find a sense of resonance and make them feel 
the urge to consume.  

4.3. Gender 

 

Table 8. Regression Analysis for 𝑥6 (Gender) 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-Value 

Intercept 14.42666956 0.188059783 1.0094E-193 
Gender 1.941994537 0.362616556 1.74711E-07 

 

We use the dummy variable for comparison. Female internet celebrities are 0, and male internet 
celebrities are 1. After comparison, we find that P-vale is 1.75E-07. This vale fully shows that 
gender plays a vital role in consumption. Males are almost two times more than females. There 
are two possibilities for this result: First, in the data of the 11 Internet celebrities we used, only 
3 are males, which may cause the value to be larger than females when calculating the average. 
Second, consumers may prefer male live broadcasts and may find them more reliable and 
exciting because the main consumers are female.[7] 

4.4. Comprehensive Analysis 

Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.461623623 
R Square 0.213096369 

Adjusted R Square 0.1964129 
Standard Error 2.569465054 

Statistical Observation 290 
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Table 9. Multiple Regression Analysis for 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3,  𝑥4, 𝑥5, 𝑥6 
 Coefficients Standard Error P-value 

Intercept -0.714260634 3.133049191 0.819829374 
Weekend -0.548398852 0.311451208 0.079354709 

Number of Followers 0.615639577 0.18808777 0.001195559 
Number of Viewers 0.350321044 0.0736727 3.16317E-06 

Own Stores? -0.347413188 0.324872047 0.285807631 
Over 30? 1.019902298 0.351567632 0.004011584 
Gender 1.865282884 0.376397478 1.24316E-06 

 

As, shown in Table 9, our result from the final multiple regression shows that the independent 
variables, whether live broadcasts are on weekends and whether E-commerce live streamers 
own online stores, are still insignificant (the P-value of these two variables is more than 0.05). 
Compared to the other four significant independent variables, we can see that the most 
productive element is the gender of live streamers or Internet celebrities. The age of the live 
streamers is secondly essential, which means that main consumers are likely to trust the live 
streamers who are similar to themselves on age. Then, the impact of followers is roundly two 
times larger than the viewers on the sale during E-commerce live broadcasts, even though both 
of the number of followers and number of viewers are important for sales. Weekends have 
below normal sales, which is contradict to our common sense and hypothesis.  

5. Conclusion 

We first compared the number of viewers during the live broadcast, the number of fans of the 
Internet celebrity, and the days of the live broadcast with sales. In the end, we concluded that 
only the number of viewers and the number of fans have an impact on sales, and the number of 
fans or is more important. First of all, the more consumers are attracted by live broadcasts, the 
higher their sales will be. As sales increase, consumers will also have more urges to consume 
live broadcast products, thus creating a virtuous circle. Second, the number of fans can also be 
counted as part of the number of viewers. The more fans there are, the more viewers will 
increase sales. Also, fans may consume to support or trust influencers, which also leads to why 
the number of fans is more important than the number of viewers. Third, the reason why the 
live broadcast on the day of the week does not affect sales may be that the live broadcast time 
is usually 7-12 pm, and this time is customers' rest time, so it will not affect sales. 

Then we studied the factors of influencers themselves, such as age, gender, city of work, and 
whether they have their stores and compared their sales. We found that both age and gender 
have an impact on sales. And gender is the most influential factor. First of all, the older the 
Internet celebrities are, the more experience they may have in live broadcasts, so they can 
better grasp consumers' consumer psychology during live broadcasts. Second, gender may be 
the highest among all factors because only 11 internet celebrities and only three internet 
celebrities are male. Therefore, when calculating the results of male Internet celebrities will be 
larger than that of women. Besides, men may be more able to drive consumers and have more 
fans, and in the minds of consumers, male Internet celebrities may recommend products with 
higher credibility. 

In summary, gender has the most significant impact on the sales of our research. And the 
influence of male influencers on sales is twice that of females. 
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